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I

Abstract

Selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry (SIFT-MS) and Proton Transfer Reaction mass spectrometry
with switchable reagent ion capability (PTR+SRI-MS) are analytical techniques for real-time
qualification and quantification of compounds in gas samples with trace level concentrations. In the
detection process, neutral compounds—mainly volatile organic compounds—are ionized via chemical
ionization with ionic reagent or primary ions. The most common reagent ions are H3O+, NO+ and O2+•.
While ionization with H3O+ occurs by means of proton transfer, the ionization via NO+ and O2+• offers a
larger variety on ionization pathways, as charge transfer, hydride abstraction etc. are possible. The
distribution of the reactant into various reaction channels depends not only on the usage of either NO+
or O2+•, but also on the class of analyte compounds. Furthermore, the choice of the reaction conditions
as well as the choice of either SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS might have a large impact on the resulting
products. Therefore, an overview of both NO+ and O2+• as reagent ions is given, showing differences
between SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS as used analytical methods revealing the potential how the
knowledge obtained with H3O+ for different classes of compounds can be extended with the usage of
NO+ and O2+•.

II

Introduction

The analysis of trace compounds, especially volatile organic compounds (VOCs), is a common, albeit
challenging task in the field of gas analysis. For instance, an enormous variety of VOCs are present in
air at ppmv, ppbv and even pptv levels. Some trace compounds exhibit a lifetime in earth´s atmosphere
of only a few minutes before being oxidized. (Atkinson & Arey, 2003) Given these considerations,
conventional approaches to gas analysis, such as gas chromatography coupled with mass spectrometry
(GC-MS), are not feasible for this kind of problem. In general, it is not feasible for such analysis to
isolate and additionally calibrate individual components. For such situations alternative techniques like
Proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry (PTR-MS) are applied.
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The technique of PTR-MS is a descendant of Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS)
(Fehsenfeld et al., 1966). The Selected Ion Flow Tube (SIFT-) technique was introduced in 1976 by
Adams & Smith (N. G. Adams & Smith, 1976) to study ion-molecule reaction kinetics, and improved
several times while evolving into its current form (Smith & Španěl, 2005). After its coupling to a mass
spectrometer, SIFT-MS made its first appearance as analytical technique for trace compounds in 1996
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(Smith & Španěl, 1996). In that process, a selected ion, such as H3O+, NO+ or O2+•, reacts with the trace
gases in the sample, allowing a qualitative and quantitative analysis in the ppbv range within seconds.
The range of analytes was further extended by the work of Hera et al. in 2017, who introduced five
anions, O-, OH-, O2-, NO2- and NO3- as reagent ions in SIFT-MS (Hera et al., 2017). In comparison,
Proton Transfer Reaction Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) was introduced in its current form in 1995
(Hansel et al., 1995), but originated from Selected Ion Flow-drift Tube Mass Spectrometry, SIFDT-MS,
which combines SIFT with a flow-drift tube (Smith et al., 2014).
Both SIFT-MS and PTR-MS find numerous applications in several different research fields. Not only in
atmospheric (D. Smith, 1996, de Gouw & Warneke, 2007, de Gouw et al., 2003, Lehnert et al., 2020,
Yuan et al., 2017, Zhao et al., 2004) and environmental research (Biasioli et al., 2011, de Gouw &
Warneke, 2007, Hayward et al., 2002, Smith et al., 2002, Smith et al., 1998), but also in fields like
biology (Smith & Španěl, 2011, Yuan et al., 2014), food and flavor science (Biasioli et al., 2011, Fabris
et al., 2010, Gallardo-Escamilla et al., 2005, Sanchez del Pulgar et al., 2013, Španěl & Smith, 1999,
Yeretzian et al., 2003), agricultural science (Hastie et al., 2021), industry (Knighton et al., 2012) and
medicine (Herbig et al., 2009, Jurschik et al., 2012, Lirk et al., 2004, Pugliese et al., 2019, Smith et al.,
1999). The determination of trace gases is of high importance for the understanding of complex
chemical processes.
In SIFT-MS, a series of positive ions are generated in an ion source, e.g. by microwave discharge
source. The positive ions are filtered a quadrupole mass filter, whereby a selected mass-to-charge-ratio
is allowed to pass. After injection into a fast-flowing inert gas (e. g. He), which contains the analyte
gas, the ions diffuse further along the flow tube as a cold ion swarm, and are thermalized (80-600K)
(Smith & Adams, 1987). The ions are sampled via a pinhole orifice into a differentially pumped mass
spectrometer, and subsequently detected with e.g. a channeltron or pulse counting system (Španěl &
Smith, 1996). Further mechanistic details and insights into the underlying physics are given in the
reviews of Smith & Španěl (Smith & Španěl, 2005, Španěl & Smith, 1996). In addition, we would like
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to mention the review by Ard et al (Ard et al., 2021) which presents one of the most advanced
contemporary versions of a SIFT, in terms of source improvement and detection capabilities, which is
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currently located at the Air Force Research Laboratory in the USA.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of a Proton-Transfer-Reaction Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer with Quadrupole Interface (PTR-QiTOFMS).

The development of PTR-MS (Figure 1), improved on two major difficulties of SIFT-MS with regards
to the generation of H3O+ and NO+. Firstly, by using a hollow-cathode discharge as an ion source, the
generation of reagent ions takes place in a much higher efficiency in PTR-MS compared to SIFT-MS.
This aspect makes the injection mass filter unnecessary. Secondly, the replacement of the diffusiondriven flow tube in SIFT-MS by an electrostatic-driven drift tube in PTR-MS, reduces the formation of
clusters, like (H3OM)+ and (NOM)+. Both improvements lead to a much higher detection sensitivity in
PTR-MS, achieving sensitivities in pptv range (Graus et al., 2010, IONICON, 2019, White et al., 2013).
However, since its introduction by Hansel et al. (Hansel et al., 1995), several variations of PTR-MS
device were developed, differing especially in terms of the ion separation, leading to various mass
resolution and sensitivities. With regard to the measuring task, a high mass resolution, ideally over
5000 m/∆m, is required to identify some isobaric VOCs, like protonated glyoxal (CH(O)CH(O)H +) and
protonated acetone (CH3C(O)CH3H+) (Graus et al., 2010). Furthermore, taking the analysis of complex
analytes into account, a good signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and, therefore, a high sensitivity is
indispensable to obtain reliable results (de Gouw & Warneke, 2007, Pagonis et al., 2019, Yeretzian et
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al., 2003, Yuan et al., 2014). Besides the Ion Trap MS (Mielke et al., 2008, Prazeller et al., 2003,
Warneke et al., 2005), which was a custom-built device, several versions of Time-of-Flight MS (TOFMS, e.g. Proton-Transfer-Reaction Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer with Quadrupole Interface in
figure 1) (Blake et al., 2004, Jordan et al., 2009, Sulzer et al., 2014) and Quadrupole MS (Hansel et al.,
1995, Jordan et al., 2009, Lindinger et al., 1998) are commercially available. A detailed overview of the
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various commercially available PTR-MS devices is given by Yuan et al (Yuan et al., 2017).
Compared to other trace gas analysis techniques, e.g. Electron ionization mass spectrometry (EI-MS),
PTR-MS offers three major advantages. The analysis of VOCs in PTR-MS shows much less
fragmentation compared to EI-MS, which is especially important for the analysis of complex samples.
Generally, EI-MS analysis leads to an extremely complex spectra due to the fragmentation processes
(Lindinger et al., 2005). Additionally, the application as a semi-quantitative method (±30%) gives PTRMS the unique ability to quantify certain analytes without further calibration (IONICON, 2019), which
is not generally possible with an EI-MS. Furthermore, in PTR-MS, low levels of analyte can be
detected on-line without pre-concentration, which is often necessary in EI-MS (Maleknia et al., 2007).
The ionization method in PTR-MS, and also the most popular in SIFT-MS, occurs via a proton transfer
reaction between H3O+ and an analyte molecule, leading to the nominal molecular mass +1 (Ellis &
Mayhew, 2014). A successful proton transfer (Eq. 1) depends not only on a higher proton affinity of the
analyte compared to water (691 kJ mol-1), but also on the collision rate.
(1)
The proton affinity of a given VOC indicates whether the reaction is thermodynamically favored. The
collision rate constant k [cm3 s-1] is a purely kinetic factor that depends on the polarizability and the
dipole moment of the molecule. Furthermore, while the k-rates are unique for every compound in a gas
matrix, additionally they depend on the reduced electric field strength E/N [Td] in a PTR-MS. E/N is a
ratio of the electric field to the gas density number N in the drift tube and determines the residence time
and the kinetic energy of the ions in the drift tube (IONICON, 2019). It depends on the temperature as
well as the pressure and the voltages inside the drift tube. Summarizing all this information, assuming
[M]<<[H3O+], meaning the concentration of the reagent ion does not change significantly during the
reaction, the concentration of [M] in PTR-MS can be calculated via Eq. 2:

[ ]
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(2)

Besides the k-ratio, which if calculated (Strekowski et al., 2019) and experimentally (Zhao & Zhang,
2004) proven may have an error margin of up to 50% to the mean value, further approximations are
made which might have a huge impact to the determination of a certain compound concentration (Blake
et al., 2009). The temperatures at which the ion-molecule collisions take place can be estimated, but it
remains unclear if this temperature accurately reflects the ion chemistry inside the drift tube.
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Furthermore, the transit time of the ion across the drift tube, as well as, the ion transmission as a
function of m/z also has some uncertainty. As shown by Keck et al. (Keck et al., 2007) light inorganic
ions, having nearly the same mass, have mobilities inside the drift tube that can differ by up to 20%
(NO+: 3.2 cm2 V-1 s-1; O2+•: 2.6 cm2 V-1 s-1). This uncertainty can be expected to increase for heavier
molecules. Another influential parameter, aside the properties of the determined component, is the
device settings and the gas matrix, especially the humidity of the gas sample (de Gouw & Warneke,
2007). It is highly desirable to choose an E/N value that is high enough to prevent cluster development
of the analytes with the reagent ion as well as with water molecules, and low enough to result in as little
fragmentation as possible. However, in highly humid gas samples, water clustering cannot be avoided,
making the choice of the E/N value always a compromise. Furthermore, fragmentation cannot be ruled
out for certain analytes (Misztal et al., 2012). As a result, a certain signal can be generated through the
molecular ion or a fragment of a heavier molecule or both, making a quantification in a complex gas
sample a highly demanding task.
Taking all these approximations and uncertainties into account, PTR-MS can be seen as a semiquantitative method giving at least the range of the concentration of a certain compound in a complex
gas sample. However, applying a suitable calibration for certain analytes a quantification with an error
margin of 10-25% is accessible (Blake et al., 2009).
The reagent ion H3O+ is formed by a multistep reaction in the ion source. First, the pre-reagent ions
H2O+, OH+, O+, H2+and H+ are formed via a hollow cathode discharge through water vapor, which
subsequently react with water molecules to form H3O+ as a reagent ion. The reaction process further
continues in the source drift region, which injects the H 3O+ cations in a purity >99.5 % into the drift
tube (Blake et al., 2009, IONICON, 2019).
Although ionization with H3O+ is an excellent technique in PTR-MS, there is one obvious limitation
named proton affinity of a measured compound. On the one hand, it is desirable for the measurement of
trace compounds that the main compounds of a complex gaseous sample, like CO2, N2, and O2, cannot
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be ionized due to their lower proton affinity compared to H 2O (691 kJ mol-1) (Hunter & Lias, 1998). On
the other, there are indeed several VOCs, where a measurement is not possible at all, due to their poor
proton affinity, like small alkanes (C1 – C4), ethene and ethyne (Arnold et al., 1998, IONICON, 2019).
Furthermore, in cases of molecules with a slightly higher proton affinity than H2O, like hydrogen
sulfide (H2S), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), isocyanic acid (HCNO) and formaldehyde, an equilibrium of
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the forward and the back-reaction is observed, which strongly depends on the humidity of the measured
sample (Li et al., 2014, Moussa et al., 2016, Warneke et al., 2011, Yuan et al., 2016). In addition, there
is no possibility to differentiate between carbonyl isomers, e.g. aldehydes and ketones (IONICON,
2019, Jordan et al., 2009). Furthermore, for alcohols and aldehydes, a loss of H2O after the protonation
(and other fragmentation processes) can be observed, which is crucial for further quantification, and
lowers the overall signal for [MH+] (Buhr et al., 2002). Last but not least, based on experiences in
SIFT-MS, higher alkanes (>C7) are prone to fragmentation or building water-clusters (Erickson et al.,
2014, Jobson et al., 2005, Španěl & Smith, 1998). For those reasons, a PTR-MS (and SIFT-MS)
analysis of a complex sample based on only the reaction with H3O+ as reagent ion is insufficient.

III

NO+ and O2+• as reagent ions in SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS

A
General
Besides H3O+, several investigations were made choosing NH4+ a as proton donor reagent (Ellis &
Mayhew, 2014), showing more association products due to three-body ion-molecule associations or
ligand switching processes. Furthermore, the proton affinity of NH3 (854 kJ mol-1) is higher compared
to water, resulting in lower reactivity with VOCs through proton transfer. However, a chemical
ionization is not only limited to proton transfer or association but can also occur by means of charge
transfer reactions or hydride abstraction, for example with NO+ and O2+• as reagent ions.
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Figure 2. Scheme of the Ion Source and the Drift Tube in a PTR+ -MS according to (Blake et al., 2009, IONICON, 2019)

Both ions were already well established in SIFT-MS. The development of the Proton Transfer Mass
Spectrometry, combined with switchable reagent ion capability (PTR+SRI-MS) was a major
improvement for PTR-MS. Instead of using water vapor for the generation of H3O+, synthetic air
(N2/O2), O2 or Kr is injected into the ion source (Figure 2) leading to the generation of NO +, O2+• and
Kr+, respectively (Jordan et al., 2009, Sulzer et al., 2012, Wedlan & Atkinson, 2003). However,
compared to SIFT-MS, switching between the different reagent ions in PTR+SRI-MS is slower and
takes several seconds (Jordan et al., 2009).
Whereas a reaction with Kr+ (IE 14.00 eV) occurs with nearly every reactant leading to fragmentation
due to the harsh ionization, reactions with O2+• (IE 12.07 eV) and NO+ (IE 9.26 eV) are smoother
leading to less fragmentation, and are therefore more selective (Edtbauer et al., 2014). Additionally,
some research was made with CF3+ as a reagent (Blake et al., 2017). In the field of negative-ion PTRMS (Veres et al., 2008), even acetate ions (CH3C(O)O-) were used for the detection of mainly acids.
For convenience of presentation, all ionization techniques deriving from PTR-MS, using O2+• or NO+ as
reagent ions, will be named PTR+SRI-MS, even if it is not one hundred percent correct.
This review focusses on the chemical ionization through reactions with NO+ and O2+•, pointing out
major differences between each other in detail, and giving an overview of detected species in
comparison with results from the most common reagent ion H3O+. Thereby, we primarily discuss the
various classes of VOCs and their behavior towards NO+ and O2+•. Unfortunately, there is a lack of
knowledge concerning NO+ and O2+• ionization in PTR+SRI-MS in the literature. The SRI-feature is
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state-of-the-art, offering the possibility to measure with H3O+, NO+, O2+• and even Kr+ as reagent ions
(IONICON, 2019). Therefore, most of the reported results are derived from studies using SIFT-MS as
the analytical method. However, as the reaction process is similar, these studies can also contain
relevant information for PTR+SRI-MS.
NO+ ions are created by a discharge of the hollow cathode with synthetic air (N2/O2) or with charcoal-
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filtered air. As a first step, the pre-reagent ions N+, N2+, O+ and O2+• are generated, which further react
in the source drift region to NO+ (Eq. 3-7) (IONICON, 2019). Unfortunately, contamination of the
injected NO+ swarm with O2+• is unavoidable in PTR+SRI-MS but can be minimized to be less than
2%. The formed nitrosonium ion NO+, a closed shell ion with an even number of electrons, is
isoelectronic to CO and N2 and exhibits a triple bond (calc. bond length r NO=1.06 Å) between nitrogen
and oxygen (Holleman et al., 2007).
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
The dioxygenyl radical cation O2+• is formed in an analogous way by discharge in oxygen and further
reactions in the source drift region (Eq. 4 and Eq. 8). O2+• is a radical cation with a bond order of 2.5
(rOO=1.12 Å) (Holleman et al., 2007). Due to the configuration of the ion source, a small backflow of
N2 is unavoidable, resulting in contamination and the production of NO +. This amount is negligible in
most of the cases, except for the usage of N2 as a carrier gas, as NO+ is then produced in the lower
percentage range (Jordan et al., 2009). Depending on the humidity of the applied gases, H3O+ can also
appear as an impurity. Therefore, the overall purity of the O2+• injection is about 90-95% (IONICON,
2019).
(9)
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(10)
]

(11)

Considering the process in more detail, there are three possibilities for the chemical ionization via X+
(Eq. 9-11). First, a charge transfer (Eq. 9), which can take place if the recombination energy of the
reagent ion (NO+ 9.26 eV; O2+• 12.07 eV) is higher than that of the VOC M. In the case of NO+, the
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stable radical nitrogen monoxide NO· arises by electron abstraction, whereas dioxygen O2 results for
O2+•. Furthermore, the reaction enthalpy should be low enough to avoid breaking bonds within the M
molecules. To avoid misunderstandings, we will name this reaction pathway charge transfer, even it is
an electron abstraction/transfer, as it is the most common wording used in the literature of SIFT-MS
and PTR+SRI-MS. As second pathway (Eq. 10) hydride abstraction can take place if the hydride
affinity of the reagent ion (NO+ 246 kcal mol-1) is larger than the hydride affinity of [M-H]+. Lastly,
similar to H3O+, an association process is also possible (Eq. 11) but is only favorable if binary reaction
processes are endothermic. In SIFT-MS, this reaction pathway is both pressure and temperature
dependent (Smith et al., 2001). Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to control both the temperature and
the pressure of the inert carrier gas (usually He). However, in PTR+SRI-MS, this can only occur if the
temperature/collision energy is low enough to avoid breaking the [X+M]+ bond (IONICON, 2019). One
should keep in mind, that by increasing the reduced electric field strength E/N, the development of such
association products can hardly be suppressed as a consequence of the high collision energy (Edtbauer
et al., 2014).
In the following section we discuss the different compound classes, giving a table as an overview of the
discussed compounds within the sections, including references to relevant literature, as well as the used
method and the reagent ion.
B

Reactions with Hydrocarbons

Table 1. Alkanes discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS are given,
references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

CH4
methane

SIFT-MS

O2+

•

C2H6
ethane

SIFT-MS

O2+

•

C3H6
cyclopropane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1996)

C3H8
propane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Wilson et al., 2003)
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Literature
(Wilson et al., 2003)
(Wilson et al., 2003)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

C4H10
n-butane

SIFT-MS

O2+

C4H10
methyl propane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Arnold et al., 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1998, Wilson et al., 2003)

C5H12
n-pentane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Arnold et al., 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1996, Španěl & Smith,
1998)

C5H12
2-methyl butane

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Koss et al., 2016)

C6H12
methylcyclopentane

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016)

C6H14
n-hexane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Arnold et al., 1998)

C6H14
2-methylpentane

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016)

C6H14
3-methylpentane

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016)

C7H16
n-heptane

SIFT-MS

NO+

(Arnold et al., 1998)

C7H14
methylcyclohexane

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016)

C8H18
n-octane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Arnold et al., 1998)

C8H18
iso-octane

SIFT-MS

NO+

(Arnold et al., 1998)

C10H22
n-decane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Arnold et al., 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C12H26
n-dodecane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C15H32
n-pentadecane

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016)

C16H34
hexadecane

CI-MS*

NO+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*

•

Literature
(Arnold et al., 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1998, Wilson et al., 2003);

Most of the chemical ionization processes of alkanes CnH2n+2 with NO+ occur via hydride abstraction,
which due to the high ionization energy of alkanes, is an exothermic process compared to the
endothermic charge transfer, (Wedlan & Atkinson, 2003). As a result, [M-H]+ and HNO are detected
for most cyclic and longer chained alkanes (m > 6). Although a detection of propane, n-butane and npentane is possible, the reaction rate constants are very low, resulting in slow reactions, and impede a
clear identification in a complex sample (Španěl & Smith, 1998, Wilson et al., 2003). In contrast, the
structural isomers iso-butane and iso-pentane offer high reactivity towards NO+. This observation is in
accordance with previous results in CI-MS, as the energy barrier for hydrogen elimination on a primary
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carbon in saturated hydrocarbons is quite high (∆H = 83.7 kJ mol-1) (Hunt & Harvey, 1975). In
addition, Arnold et al. (Arnold et al., 1998) found reasonable hints for protonated nitrosoalkanes
CnH2n+1HNO+ (m = 3-5) by the usage of N18O+ as the reagent ion (Table 2). This kind of association
product is observed for longer n-alkanes as fragments (Španěl & Smith, 1998), whereas the degree of
fragmentation decreases with increasing chain length (Koss et al., 2016). In contrast, only little
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fragmentation after hydride abstraction is observed for cyclic alkanes with NO+. There is indeed one
exception, as cyclo-propane reacts by charge transfer, assumed to occur via ring opening, resulting in a
propene-like C3H6+ (Hunt & Harvey, 1975).
Table 2. Products of the reactions of NO+ and O2+• with several aliphatic hydrocarbons in SIFT-MS. The percentage of each ion is given in
brackets if known (Arnold et al., 1998, Hunt & Harvey, 1975, Hunt & Harvey, 1975, Španěl & Smith, 1998, Wilson et al., 2003).
•
Compound
structure
NO+
O2+
Methane (Hunt &
Harvey, 1975, Hunt
No reaction
CH3O2+
& Harvey, 1975,
Wilson et al., 2003)
No reaction

C2H6+
C2H5+
C2H4+

n-propane (Hunt &
Harvey, 1975, Wilson
et al., 2003)

C3H7+

C3H8+
C3H7+
C2H5+
C2H4+

n-butane (Španěl &
Smith, 1998)

C4H9+ (Arnold et al.,
1998)

C4H10+ (20) C3H7+ (65)
C3H6+ (10) C2H4+ (5)

2-methyl propane
(Španěl & Smith,
1998)

C4H9+ (100)

C4H9+ (25) C4H8+ (10)
C3H7+ (40) C3H6+ (25)

Ethane (Hunt &
Harvey, 1975, Wilson
et al., 2003)

C5H11+ (>90) (Arnold
n-pentane (Španěl &
Smith, 1998)

et al., 1998)

C3H7NOH+
C4H9+
C2H5NOH+

2-methyl butane
(Španěl & Smith,
1998)

C5H11+ (100)

n-hexane (Španěl &
Smith, 1998)

C6H13+ (100)

n-octane (Španěl &
Smith, 1998)

C8H17+ (>80)
RHNO+ (<20)

n-decane (Španěl &
Smith, 1998)

C10H21+ (>90)
RHNO+ (<10)

C5H12+ (10) C4H9+ (5)
C3H7+ (45) C3H6+ (40)
C5H12+ (10) C4H9+ (15)
C4H8+ (10) C3H7+ (20)
C3H6+ (45)
C6H14+ (20)
R+ (45)
(R-H)+ (45)
C8H18+ (30)
R+ (40)
(R-H)+ (30)
C10H22+ (35)
R+ (45)
(R-H)+ (20)

Nearly all ionization reactions involving alkanes with O2+• occur via charge transfer, usually followed
by multiple fragmentation reactions, resulting in fragments like C2H4+, C3H7+, C4H8+, etc. (Table 2)
(Španěl & Smith, 1998). In many cases, the parent ion is detectable, but the signal intensity is often
weaker than those of the corresponding fragments. Furthermore, the number of fragments rise with
increasing number of atoms inside the molecule, resulting in complex fragmentation patterns. In
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contrast to NO+, reactions of O2+• with small hydrocarbons, CnH2n+2 (m = 1-2) take place in SIFT-MS
(Wilson et al., 2003). The reaction of methane with O2+•, which occurs very slowly, leads to the closed
shell product ion, CH3O2+. This product, which has the same molecular structure as a hydroperoxy
radical, is proposed to be generated via O 2+• association, further rearrangement to [CH3O2H]+ and
followed by the loss of a hydrogen atom (Barlow et al., 1986, Durup‐Ferguson et al., 1984, Van Doren
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et al., 1986). As all other reactions with small hydrocarbons proceed rapidly, but not without
fragmentation, the reagent ion O2+• is an essential addition for the measurement of alkanes.
Table 3. Alkenes and alkynes discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS are
given, references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS,
reactions in Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

C2H4
ethene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

O2+
NO+

(Wilson et al., 2003); (Cappellin et al., 2014)

C3H6
propene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Wilson et al., 2003)

C3H4
propadiene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Wilson et al., 2003)

C4H8
2-butene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Wilson et al., 2003)

C5H10
1-pentene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998; Diskin et al., 2002);

C5H10
trans-2-pentene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C5H10
2-methyl 2-butene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C5H8
2-methyl-1,3-butadiene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002, Španěl & Smith, 1996, Španěl & Smith,
1998); (Koss et al., 2016, Smith et al., 2001)

C6H12
1-hexene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C6H12
trans-2-hexene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C7H14
1-heptene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C7H14
trans-2-heptene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C8H16
1-octene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C8H16
trans-2-octene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C9H18
1-nonene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C9H18
trans-2-nonene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

Literature

•
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C10H20
1-decene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Diskin et al., 2002)

C10H16
α-pinene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016)

C10H16
β-pinene

SIFT-MS

NO+

(Spesyvyi et al., 2016)

C10H16
3-carene

SIFT-MS

NO+

(Spesyvyi et al., 2016)

C10H16
(R)-limonene

SIFT-MS

NO+

(Spesyvyi et al., 2016)

C18H36
1-octadecene

CI-MS*

NO+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*

C2H2
ethine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Wilson et al., 2003)

C3H4
propyne

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Wilson et al., 2003)

C4H2
diacetylene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Wilson et al., 2003)

The first insights into the reaction mechanism of NO+ with different alkenes by chemical ionization in
the gas phase were given by Hunt et al. (Hunt & Harvey, 1975) demonstrating that the position of the
double bond makes a significant difference on the outcome of the reaction. Based on their observations,
the major product for 1-alkenes results from the electrophilic addition of NO+ towards the allyl group,
as the latter molecule shows no reactivity in the gas phase. A Markownikoff pathway can be suggested
based on calculated enthalpy changes for 1-alkenes, e. g. C8H16 (Figure 3, equation (12), (13) and (14))
and the fact, that no reaction of NO+ is observed with ethene, leading to (CmH2m-1HNO)+. Besides the
addition products of the full molecule (C mH2m-1HNO)+, several other protonated nitrosoalkenes (CnH2n1HNO)

+

with n<m were detected for higher alkenes (m ≥ 5). One possible explanation for their

formation is a reaction mechanism including the formation of a NO-containing heterocycle, which by
fragmentation leads to the development of the detected cations (Figure 3, Eq. (15)) (Diskin et al., 2002,
Hunt & Harvey, 1975).
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Figure 3. Reactions of different 1-alkenes with NO+ according to (Diskin et al., 2002, Hunt & Harvey, 1975).

The association cations of the formula (CnH2n-1HNO)+ were also observed during SIFT-investigations
of Diskin et al (Diskin et al., 2002). However, as there is no thermochemical data available so far, these
so-called insertion reactions were not further investigated. As expected, increasing the number of atoms
of 1-alkenes leads to an increasing number of protonated nitrosoalkene fragments. Interestingly, the
amount of the addition product (CmH2m-1HNO)+ increases also by increasing the amount of atoms
(Diskin et al., 2002, Liu et al., 2013). Whereas about 25% of (C6H11HNO)+ were detected for the
reaction with 1-hexene, it is about 45% (C10H19HNO)+ for the reaction with 1-decene. This might be
due to the increasing number of vibrational degrees of freedom in the excited NO-adducts, which
protects the molecule against unimolecular decomposition by storing the excess of energy. For trans-2alkenes, parallel charge transfer and hydride ion transfer are the most common reactions, whereas
association processes are almost absent (Diskin et al., 2002). The charge transfer reaction is only
slightly favored compared to the hydride transfer reaction, which leads to a nearly equal ratio of
(CnH2n)+ and (CnH2n-1)+, and further opens the opportunity to distinguish between 1-alkenes and trans-2alkenes. However, association products, as shown above for 1-alkenes and trans-2-alkenes, can be
nearly excluded for PTR+SRI-MS by increasing E/N, making it more selective (Edtbauer et al., 2014).
One of the most prominent VOCs, which is also a main trace component in air, is the diene isoprene
C5H8 (Diskin et al., 2002). All three ionization pathways, charge transfer, hydride transfer and
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association, were observed in PTR+SRI-MS, whereas charge transfer leading to (C5H8)+ is the main
pathway (Koss et al., 2016). Basically deriving from isoprene, the isomeric monoterpenes C10H16 βPinene, (S)-Limonene and 3-Carene were investigated in detail by Spesyvyi et al. (Spesyvyi et al.,
2016) with a modified SIFT-MS. Although reacting by charge transfer with NO + leading to (C10H16)+
for all three isomers, they show a different fragmentation pattern by applying an additional potential
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with a drift tube. In total, and contrary to alkanes, the charge transfer product is the main product in
most of the cases for dienes (Karl et al., 2012).
As expected, the ionization of alkenes with O2+• results often in a variety of fragmentation products.
However, the signal for the parent ion (CnH2n)+ can always be detected. In contrast to NO+ ionization,
no dependency of the mass spectra on the position of the double bond was observed. Therefore, the
reactions with isomeric 1-alkenes and trans-2-alkenes yield similar product spectra (Diskin et al.,
2002). All reactions proceed via charge transfer. In both, SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS, only small
traces of the association product of ethene (C2H4NO)+ were observed for the reaction with NO+
(Cappellin et al., 2014, Williams & Cool, 1991). In contrast, (C2H4)+ for SIFT-MS, and in addition
(C2H2)+ for PTR+SRI-MS, were detected for O2+• (Cappellin et al., 2014, Wilson et al., 2003), due to its
higher ionization energy. Interestingly, (C2H2)+ becomes the dominant species at high E/N (155 Td) in
PTR+SRI-MS, whereas (C2H4)+ is dominant at low E/N (94 Td). As the ionization energy of ethene is
10.51 eV (Ohno et al., 1995), a successful charge transfer reaction can only take place using O 2+• as a
reagent ion.
Table 4. Aromatics discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS are given,
references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C6H6
benzene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1996, Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al.,
2009, Koss et al., 2016)

C7H8
toluene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1996, Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al.,
2009, Koss et al., 2016)

C8H8
styrene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Jordan et al., 2009, Koss et al., 2016)

C8H10
o-xylene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Koss et al., 2016, Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al.,
2009)

C8H10
m-xylene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al., 2009)

C8H10
p-xylene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al., 2009)

C8H10
ethylbenzene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al., 2009)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C9H12
propylbenzene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998),

C9H12
1,2,4-trimethylbenzene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016, Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al.,
2009)

C9H12
1,2,3-trimethylbenzene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al., 2009)

C9H12
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Jordan et al., 2009)

Aromatic substances (Table 4), especially organic benzene derivatives, react via non-dissociative
charge transfer with NO+ as the main reaction channel in SIFT-MS (Smith et al., 2001, Španěl & Smith,
1998). Additionally, a three-body association channel leading to (MNO)+ is also observed. In SIFT-MS
this channel plays a minor role for aromatic substances (<2%) other than benzene (15%) and in
PTR+SRI-MS (Blake et al., 2006) it plays no role. Explanations for the special behavior of benzene are
either the similar ionization energy (9.24 eV) (Nemeth et al., 1993) or a phenomenon called „charge
transfer complexing“, which was also observed for some ketones. Thereby, the positive charge is
delocalized around the whole molecule (C6H6NO)+ resulting in a prolonged lifetime. A charge transfer
reaction is also observed for aromatics with O2+•. In contrast to toluene and benzene, where this reaction
is solely non-dissociative in both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS, fragment cations were observed for
other organic benzene derivatives (Španěl & Smith, 1998). The main product ion for ethylbenzene, as
well as for propylbenzene, is C7H7+, whereas methyl substituted derivatives show the parent ion as the
main product, underlining the enhanced stability of aromatic rings compared to aliphatic hydrocarbons
against fragmentation. Taking advantage of this observation, it is possible to use O2+• ionization to
distinguish between the two isobars xylene and ethylbenzene. Whereas xylene shows the parent ion M +
with about 80% and the dissociative charge transfer product (C7H7)+ with about 20%, nearly the reverse
is observed for ethylbenzene (Jordan et al., 2009).
Related to the complementary pathways for ionization, using NO+ and O2+• as reagent ions, in addition
to H3O+, provides a great benefit in PTR+SRI-MS. Not only the range of detectable alkanes is
expanded towards smaller ones, e.g. C5 and C4- alkanes in SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith, 1998), but also
NO+ offers the possibility to detect larger n-alkanes (≥C12) with far less fragmentation compared to
H3O+ (Erickson et al., 2014, Koss et al., 2016). Furthermore, isomeric aromatic compounds, e.g. xylene
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and ethylbenzene, can be distinguished with O2+• through their different reaction ratios in PTR+SRIMS, whereas only the molecular ion peak is observed for both NO + and H3O+ (Jordan et al., 2009).
C

Reactions with alcohols
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Table 5. Alcohols discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS are given,
references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

CH3OH
methanol

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997, Španěl et al., 2017); (Koss et al., 2016,
Španěl & Smith, 1996)

C2H5OH
ethanol

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1996, Smith et al., 2001, Španěl & Smith,
1997, Smith et al., 2001, Španěl et al., 2017); (Koss et al.,
2016)

C3H7OH
1-propanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Smith et al., 2001, Španěl et al., 2017)

C3H7OH
2-propanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C4H9OH
1-butanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997); (Španěl et al., 2017)

C4H9OH
2-butanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C4H9OH
2-methyl-1-propanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C4H9OH
2-methyl-2-propanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C5H9OH
1-penten-3-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

C5H9OH
cis-2-penten-1-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

C5H9OH
trans-2-penten-1-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

C5H11OH
1-pentanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997); (Španěl et al., 2017)

C5H11OH
3-pentanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C5H11OH
3-methyl-1-butanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C5H11OH
2-methyl-2-butanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C6H5OH
phenol

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997); (Romano & Hanna, 2018)

C5H9OH
2-methyl-3-buten-2ol
C5H9OH
3-methyl-2-buten-1ol
C5H9OH
3-methyl-3-buten-1ol
C5H9OH
3-methyl-2-buten-2ol
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C6H4(OH)2
2-hydroxyl phenol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004)

C6H11OH
cis-2-hexen-1-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

C6H11OH
trans-2-hexen-1-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

C6H11OH
cis-3-hexen-1-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

((Amelynck et al., 2005)

C6H11OH
trans-3-hexen-1-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

C6H13OH
1-hexanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997); (Španěl et al., 2017)

C7H7OH
2-methyl phenol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004)

C7H7OH
3-methyl phenol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004)

C7H7OH
4-methyl phenol

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004); (Romano & Hanna, 2018)

C7H7OH
phenyl methanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004)

C8H9OH
4-ethyl phenol

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004); (Romano & Hanna, 2018)

C8H9OH
1-phenyl ethanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004)

C8H9OH
2-phenyl ethanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Wang et al., 2004)

C8H15OH
1-octen-3-ol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Schoon et al., 2007)

C8H17OH
1-octanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C8H17OH
2-octanol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C10H17OH
linalool

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

C10H17OH
nerol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

C10H17OH
geraniol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

C10H19OH
menthol

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+•

(Španěl & Smith, 1997)

C10H21OH
decyl alcohol

CI-MS*

NO+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*

C18H3OH
oleyl alcohol

CI-MS*

NO+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*

C8H15OH
DL-6-methyl-5-

hepten-2-ol
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Besides pure hydrocarbons, oxygen containing species, especially alcohols (Table 5), are of major
interest as VOCs in different fields of research.(Hlastala, 1998, M. Coelho Neto et al., 2020) Depending
on the position of the OH-group, primary, secondary and tertiary alcohols exhibit a variety of reactions
with NO+ in the gas phase (Hearn & Smith, 2004, Hunt et al., 1982, Smith et al., 2001, Španěl & Smith,
1997, Španěl et al., 2017). Early investigations in CI-MS (Hunt et al., 1982) showed the association
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product [MNO]+, the hydride abstraction products [M-H]+, [M-3H]+ and [MNO-2H]+,as well as the
hydroxide abstraction product [M-OH]+. The association product [CH4ONO]+ results from a three-body
collision of methanol, NO+ and the carrier gas (He) in SIFT-MS (Table 6). However, due to the low
reaction rate of about 1%, a quantification is not expedient and a qualitative verification is only barely
feasible in complex gas mixtures (Španěl et al., 2017). The reactions of ethanol and the two propanol
isomers occur primary via hydride abstraction on a carbon atom, which is in accordance with the given
thermodynamic data (Smith et al., 2001, Španěl & Smith, 1997). Additionally, for ethanol (7%) and 1propanol (4%), the association product [MNO] + is observed, too (Španěl et al., 2017). Hydroxide
transfer reaction according to Eq. 16 proceeds first with the tertiary alcohol 2-methyl-2-propanol,
C4H9OH, whereas the other isomeric C4-alcohol reacts mainly via hydride abstraction.
(16)

This type of reaction, which is known for several decades in nitric oxide reactions, (Hunt & Ryan,
1972, Williamson & Beauchamp, 1974) is strongly favored for two reasons. First, no α-hydrogen is
available for hydride abstraction, and second, the resulting tertiary carbocation (CH3)3C+ is stabilized
by the inductive effect of three methyl groups. A similar observation is made for the reactions of the
isomers of C5H11OH with NO+, in which the hydroxide transfer is the only reaction pathway for 2methyl-2-butanol, whereas it only corresponds to a minor role in 3-methyl-1-butanol and 3-pentanol
and none in 1-pentanol (Španěl & Smith, 1997). Therefore, it is easy to assume that tertiary alcohols
react almost exclusively via hydroxide transfer with NO+. On the contrary, this reaction pathway is
negligible for primary alcohols, as the dominant route is hydride transfer. In the case of secondary
alcohols, a mixture of both, hydroxide transfer and hydride transfer, is observed, where the latter is the
main contribution. Interestingly, in case of the monoterpene alcohol menthol C10H19OH, which is
formally a secondary alcohol, the mixture is comprised of equal shares. The resulting hydride
abstraction products [M-H]+ have a high dependency on humidity, and are often observed for polar
analytes. Španěl et al. (Španěl et al., 2017) demonstrated, by variation of the absolute humidity up to
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5.5%, the formation of different water clusters [M-H]+(H2O)1/2/3 in SIFT-MS. The first cluster is
primarily formed, while the third and the second clusters are only observed in low percentages. As
shown by Schoon et al. (Schoon et al., 2007), unsaturated alcohols offer hydride transfer, hydroxide
transfer and charge transfer as reaction channels (Table 6). Hydride transfer is often the main pathway
for compounds having the double bond and the OH-group in position 1 and 2, respectively, like cis-2-
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penten-1-ol and trans-2-hexen-1-ol. With increasing distance between the functional groups, charge
transfer reactions gain more importance. For example, in the case of trans-2-hexen-1-ol, about 10% of
the ionizations proceed via charge transfer, whereas trans-3-hexen-1-ol takes this route about 34% of
the time. Furthermore, the level of chain branching plays an important role. For instance, 2-methyl-3buten-2-ol reacts nearly exclusively via hydroxide abstraction. However, it is not possible to frame an
obvious general trend for the reaction of unsaturated alcohols with NO+.
Table 6. Reactions of selected alcohols with NO+ and O2+• in SIFT-MS. Percentage is given in brackets (Hearn & Smith, 2004, Hunt et al.,
1982, Schoon et al., 2007, Španěl & Smith, 1997, Španěl et al., 2017).
•
Compound
structure
NO+
O2+
Methanol

(CH4ONO)+ (100)

CH3O+ (50) CH4O+ (50)

Ethanol (Španěl & Smith,
1997, Španěl et al., 2017)

C2H5O+ (93)
(C2H5ONO)+ (7)

C2H5O+ (75) C2H6O+ (25)

1-Propanol (Španěl &
Smith, 1997, Španěl et
al., 2017)

C3H7O+ (96)
(C3H7ONO)+ (4)

CH3O+ (90) C3H6+ (10)

2-Propanol

C3H7O+ (100)

C2H5O+ (100)

2-Methyl-2-propanol

C4H9+ (100)

C3H7O+ (100)

1-Penten-3-ol

C3H5O+ (5) C5H9+ (37)
C5H9O+ (56) others (2)

C3H5O+ (75) C4H7O+ (2)
C5H10O+ (13) Others (10)

+

+

cis-2-Penten-1-ol

C5H8 (4) C5H9 (24)
C5H9O+ (68) C5H10O+ (4)

trans-2-Penten-1-ol

C5H9+ (31) C5H9O+ (58)
C5H10O+ (8) others (3)

3-Methyl-2-buten-1-ol

C5H9+ (40) C4H7O+ (2)
C5H9O+ (22) C5H10O+ (35)
others (1)

2-Methyl-3-buten-2-ol

+

C5H9 (96) others (4)

+

cis-2-Hexen-1-ol

+

C6H10 (7) C6H11 (23)
C6H11O+ (61) C6H12O+ (4)
others (5)
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C2H4O+ (7) C3H4O+ (3)
C3H5O+ (56) C5H8+ (15)
C4H7O+ (4) C5H10O+ (9)
others (6)
C2H4O+ (7) C3H4O+ (5)
C3H5O+ (62) C5H8 (5)
C4H7O+ (3) C5H10O+ (13)
others (5)
C5H8+ (7) C4H7O+ (80)
C5H10O+ (9) others (4)
C3H7O+ (10) C5H9+ (2)
C4H7O+ (71) C5H10O+ (8)
others (9)
C2H4O+ (5) C3H4O+ (5)
C3H5O+ (36) C5H7+ (8)
C4H7O+ (5) C4H8O+ (3)
C6H10+ (23) C6H12O+ (3)
others (12)
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trans-2-Hexen-1-ol

C6H11+ (31) C6H11O+ (55)
C6H12O+ (10) others (4)

C2H4O+ (6) C3H4O+ (5)
C3H5O+ (44) C5H7+ (5)
C4H7O+ (7) C4H8O+ (4)
C6H10+ (15) C6H12O+ (5)
others (9)

trans-3-Hexen-1-ol

C4H8O+ (4) C6H10+ (25)
C6H11O+ (31)
C6H12O+ (34)
others (6)

C3H5O+ (3) C5H7+ (19)
C5H9+ (12) C5H10+ (12)
C6H10+ (38) others (16)

Phenol

C6H6O+ (100)

C6H6O+ (100)

In analogy to aromatic compounds, phenol and its derivatives react via non-dissociative charge transfer
with NO+ leading to M+, including a lower ionization energy of these compounds than 9.26 eV (Španěl
& Smith, 1997, Wang et al., 2004). Charge transfer is also the major process when the OH-substituent
is next to the aromatic group, e.g. 1-phenylmethanol or 2-phenylethanol. However, hydride and
hydroxide transfer are also observed as reaction pathways in SIFT-MS (Wang et al., 2004). In
comparison, the reactions with O2+• result mainly in the charge transfer product. Interestingly, for
methanol both, CH4O+ and CH3O+, are observed in a nearly equal ratio in SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith,
1997). Whereas the CH4O+ is generated by charge transfer, one might assume that CH3O+ is created via
hydride transfer. However, this is not the case, and can be explained by a following hydrogen transfer
from the initial charge transfer product CH4O+ (Eq. 17). This phenomenon is also observed for ethanol,
leading to C2H6O+ and C2H5O+, with an exceeding abundance of C2H5O+. Furthermore, CH3O+ is
detected as fragmentation product (Smith et al., 2001, Španěl & Smith, 1997).
(17)
In case of the isomeric alcohols, 1-propanol and 2-propanol, O2+• can be utilized to distinguish between
both (Španěl & Smith, 1997). Whereas C2H5O+ is observed exclusively for 2-propanol, only CH3O+ as
major and C3H6+ as minor fragmentation products are detected for 1-propanol. Another interesting
observation was made as a result of the reaction of the tertiary alcohol (CH 3)3COH with O2+• leading to
a single signal resulting from C3H7O+ (Španěl & Smith, 1997). With increasing chain length, the
fragmentation patterns become more complex, similar to those obtained from electron ionization.
Nevertheless, O2+• ionization is still useful to differ between certain isomers, as the positioning of the
functional OH-group leads to different fragmentation patterns.
For primary alcohols, hydrocarbon ions are observed in most of the cases, in contrast to the carboxy
ions produced within the reactions of secondary and tertiary alcohols (Španěl & Smith, 1997). Carboxy
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ions tend to hydrate,, which further facilitates fragmentation, especially in humid samples (Španěl et al.,
2017). No enhanced stability is observed for non-aromatic, cyclic alcohols, e.g. the reaction with
menthol results multiple fragmentation through dissociative charge transfer. All reactions of O2+• with
unsaturated alcohols proceed through exothermic charge transfer, followed by multiple fragmentations,
resulting in a variety of different cations in SIFT-MS (Amelynck et al., 2005, Schoon et al., 2007). No
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clear tendency is observed in all reactions with NO+ ionization. Every single compound has to be
considered in detail. Aromatic alcohols exhibit high stability, whereby no fragmentation is observed for
phenol and methyl-substituted phenols after charge transfer, but only the parent ion M+ can be detected
(Wang et al., 2004). However, by increasing the chain length of the aliphatic substituent, fragmentation
takes place. Both, the parent ion C8H10O+• and the fragment ion C7H7O+ were determined for the
reaction of 4-Ethylphenol, whereby the latter contributes to about 60% (eq. 18) of the products.
Regarding alcohols substituted with a phenyl group, the observation switches completely, as a
multitude of fragment ions are detected, e.g. for phenylmethanol and phenylethanol.
(18a)
(18b)
Overall, charge transfer reactions of NO + or O2+• with alcohols are more informative than proton
transfer reactions based on H3O+. Firstly, aliphatic alcohols larger than C3 undergo mainly H2O
elimination after protonation, resulting in (MH-H2O)+ and leading to a danger of confusion with cyclic
carbohydrates (Schoon et al., 2007, Španěl & Smith, 1997, Španěl et al., 2017). Secondly, reactions
with H3O+ in humid samples result a broader product ion distribution, including not only monohydrated
complexes, but also a higher amount of di- and tri-hydrated association ions, depending on the degree
of humidity (Španěl et al., 2017). Both can be avoided using NO+ or O2+• as the reagent ion.
D

Reactions with aldehydes and ketones

Table 7. Aldehydes discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS are given,
references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

H2CO
formaldehyde

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997)

C2H4O
acetaldehyde

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997, Španěl & Smith, 1996, Smith et al., 2014);
(Mochalski et al., 2014, Koss et al., 2016)

C3H4O
acrolein

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997); (Jordan et al., 2009, Mochalski et al.,
2014)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C3H6O
propanal

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Jordan et al., 2009); (Jordan et al., 2009, Mochalski et al.,
2014)

C4H6O
methacrolein

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Koss et al., 2016)

C4H6O
crotonaldehyd

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Jordan et al., 2009, Mochalski et al., 2014)

C4H8O
iso-butanal

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C4H8O
n-butanal

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014, Španěl et al., 1997, Wyche et al., 2005);
(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C5H4O2
furfural

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C5H8O
2-methyl-2-butenal

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C5H8O
2-methyl-3-butenal

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C5H8O
trans-2-pentenal

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014)

C5H8O2
1,5-pentanedial

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997)

C5H10O
different pentanals

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014, Španěl et al., 1997); (Mochalski et al.,
2014)

C6H10O
trans-2-hexenal

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997)

C6H10O
cis-3-hexenal

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997)

C6H12O
n-hexanal

CI-MS*
SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*; (Smith et al., 2014, Španěl et al.,
1997); (Wyche et al., 2005)

C7H14O
n-heptanal

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Romano & Hanna, 2018, Smith et al., 2014); (Mochalski et
al., 2014)

C7H6O
benzaldehyde

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014, Španěl et al., 1997); (Mochalski et al.,
2014)

C8H14O
trans-2-octenal

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014)

C8H16O
2-ethyl-hexanal

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C8H16O
n-octanal

CI-MS*
SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*; (Smith et al., 2014); (Romano &
Hanna, 2018, Mochalski et al., 2014)

C9H18O
n-nonanal

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014); (Romano & Hanna, 2018, Mochalski et
al., 2014)

C10H20O
n-decanal

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014); (Romano & Hanna, 2018, Mochalski et
al., 2014)

C11H20O
2-undecenal

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C11H22O
n-undecanal

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2014); (Mochalski et al., 2014)
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Formaldehyde, being the most simple aldehyde, shows no reaction with NO+ due to the high ionization
energy (10.88 eV) and an endothermic hydride transfer (Haynes et al., 2016-2017). All other aldehydes
(Table 7), saturated as well as unsaturated, feature hydride transfer as the dominant reaction channel in
SIFT-MS (Španěl et al., 1997). Furthermore, association products are detected as minor products
(Smith et al., 2014). Similar observations are made in PTR+SRI-MS (Mochalski et al., 2014). In
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addition to hydride transfer and association products, hydrocarbon ions are often observed. As
mentioned earlier, association products (MNO)+ are produced via a three-body reaction as the excited
intermediate (MNO)+ is stabilized by collision with a buffer gas particle (e. g. N2, He). However, these
products are only observed for unsaturated alkanals, and amount to just a few percent. For most of the
alkanals, the major percentage is covered by the hydride transfer products (M-H)+ according to Eq. 19a,
which offers the possibility to differentiate them from isomeric ketones, where the association product
is mainly observed (Španěl et al., 1997). Regarding n-alkanals, an interesting phenomenon is observed.
With increasing number of atoms, the percentage of (M-H)+ pass through a minimum value at both dry
and humid (AH 3.5%) conditions. Starting with 100% for acetaldehyde, a minimum of 13% is observed
for n-hexanal,before the value increases again for heavier alkanals. Heavier alkanals exhibit less
fragmentation, e.g. n-undecanal, which exhibits about 85% (M-H)+ (Mochalski et al., 2014). A possible
explanation is the larger number of vibrational modes with increasing atomaticity, which split the
excess amount of energy. Additionally, there are other competing exothermic reaction channels (Eq.
19a-f), whose share increases with less exothermicity of the hydride transfer. Furthermore, due to the
detection of closed shell hydrocarbon ions (CmH2m+1)+, a fragmentation process, including the
elimination of a neutral CO molecule of the hydride abstraction product (M-H)+, can be assumed (Eq.
19b). Mochalski et al. (Mochalski et al., 2014) have proven this assumption for C3-C7 alkanals. The
addition of humidity to the sample increases the number of reaction channels even further, leading to
(M+H)+ (Eq. 19g) and (M+H-H2O)+ (Eq. 19h) as detected side products.
(19a)(Mochalski et al., 2014, Wyche et al., 2005)
(19b) (Mochalski et al., 2014, Wyche et al., 2005)
(19c) (Mochalski et al., 2014, Wyche et al., 2005)
(19d) (Mochalski et al., 2014, Wyche et al., 2005)
(19e)(Wyche et al., 2005)
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(19f)(Wyche et al., 2005)
(19g) (Wyche et al., 2005)
(19h) (Wyche et al., 2005)
In addition to the discussed reaction channels for alkanals, charge transfer can also take place, leading
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to M+. Even if observed only in small amounts in PTR+SRI-MS, this behavior is somehow unexpected,
as the ionization energies for most of the aldehydes and ketones are greater than that of NO•. This is
especially the case for smaller molecules (Wyche et al., 2005). An explanation can be given by
considering the instrument structure of a PTR+SRI-MS. The ionization energy difference can be
compensated for by translational energy, which is provided to the ions by the electrical field along the
drift tube. An exception is furfural (C5H4O2, IE 9.22 eV) (Klapstein et al., 1990), which shows
(C5H4O2)+ as a major product due to the similar ionization energy to NO •.
Table 8. Ketones discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS are given,
references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C3H6O
acetone

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Španěl & Smith, 1996); (Wyche et al.,
2005; Koss et al., 2016)

C4H6O
butenone

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Wyche et al., 2005)

C4H6O2
2,3-butanedione

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997)

C4H8O
2-butanone

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Španěl et al., 1997); (Koss et al., 2016,
Wyche et al., 2005)

C5H8O
3-methyl-3-buten-2-one

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C5H8O2
2,3-pentanedione

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C5H10O
3-methyl-2-butanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C5H10O
2-pentanone

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Španěl et al., 1997); (Koss et al., 2016)

C5H10O
3-pentanone

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997); (Koss et al., 2016)

C6H4O2
1,4-benzoquinone

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2004)

C6H10O
cycohexanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2004)

C6H10O
3-methyl-3-penten-2-one

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C6H10O
4-methyl-3-penten-2-one

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C6H12O
3-methyl-2-pentanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C6H12O
4-methyl-2-pentanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2004)

C6H12O
2-hexanone

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Španěl et al., 1997); (Wang et al., 2004,
Wyche et al., 2005)

C6H12O
3-hexanone

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Španěl et al., 1997); (Wyche et al., 2005)

C6H12O2
2,3-hexandione

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Španěl et al., 1997)

C7H14O
2-heptanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C7H14O
3-heptanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C8H8O
1-phenylethanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019, Španěl et al., 1997)

C8H14O
6-methyl-5-hepten-2-one

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

C8H16O
3-octanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C9H18O
2-nonanone

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2019)

C10H16O
camphor

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

C10H18O
menthone

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl et al., 1997)

C10H20O
decanone

CI-MS*
SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*; (Smith et al., 2019)

Overall, a higher percentage of association complexes is found for ketones than for aldehydes in
PTR+SRI-MS and SIFT-MS (Smith et al., 2019). Furthermore, and contrary to SIFT-MS, a high degree
of fragmentation is observed for ketones in PTR+SRI-MS with NO+. Thus, the produced characteristic
fragmentation patterns lay the foundation for the identification of isomeric ketones, e.g. 2-hexanone
and 3-hexanone. The dominant, and in many cases, only reaction product in SIFT-MS is the association
product (MNO)+ which makes the mass spectra less complex, but hinders the possibility to differentiate
between the isomers. However, there are exceptions, like 3-hexanone (C6H12O), menthone (C10H18O)
(Španěl et al., 1997) and also diones like 2,3-pentanedione (C5H8O2) (Smith et al., 2019), which
(partially) react through charge transfer, resulting in the detection of M+.
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Contrary to NO+, it is possible to measure formaldehyde using O2+• as the reagent ion. The reaction, as
all reactions with aldehydes, proceeds via charge transfer followed by fragmentation in SIFT-MS (Eq.
20) (Španěl et al., 1997).
(20)
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The percentage of the fragment ion(s) increases with increasing number of atoms. While the parent ion
is the major product for formaldehyde (60%), it accounts for half of the fragmentation (30%) for 1propanal (C2H5CHO), and is not observed anymore for 1-pentanal (C4H9CHO). A loss of a hydrogen
atom is observed leading to (M-H)+ as fragment ions, as in formaldehyde, acetaldyde and 1-propanal.
The reaction channel switches for 1-butanal resulting in (C2H4O)+ as the major product, and the only
observed fragment besides M+ (Eq. 21).
(21a)
(21b)
Another reaction channel is the loss of “HCO”, which was observed for the alkenals 2-hexenal and 3hexenal (Španěl et al., 1997). Again, aromatic compounds show enhanced stability against extensive
fragmentation. The reaction of benzaldehyde C6H5CHO with O2+• results in M+• and (M-H)+ as the only
observed fragment (Španěl et al., 1997). The parent cation, and at least one fragmentation product, are
observed for the reactions of ketones with O2+• in SIFT-MS. As the ionization energies of ketones are
usually low, exothermic charge transfer followed by multiple fragmentation processes is unavoidable
(Španěl et al., 1997). For example, the reaction with acetone results in the parent cation [H3CCOCH3]+•
and the fragment ion [H3CCO]+ in a 60/40 ratio (Smith et al., 2001, Španěl & Smith, 1996). However,
this ratio also depends on the applied reduced electric field strength E/N, because at low energies more
M+• is observed (Spesyvyi et al., 2017). Furthermore, with increasing atomaticity of the ketones, the
number of observed fragment ions increases accordingly, making the spectra more complex (Amelynck
et al., 2005, Španěl et al., 1997, Wang et al., 2004). Using PTR+SRI-MS instead of SIFT-MS,
fragmentation increases for aldehydes and ketones (Jordan et al., 2009, Sulzer et al., 2012). In addition,
these processes show a high sensitivity towards humidity (Wyche et al., 2005). For example,
contamination with water opens protonation as an additional reaction pathway, which results in the
elimination of H2O, as shown for 1-hexanal by Wyche et al (Wyche et al., 2005).
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Compared to NO+ and O2+•, H3O+ is ideal as a reagent ion for the detection of ketones because, in most
of the cases, only the signal of the protonated molecule (MH)+ is observed (Španěl et al., 1997, Wyche
et al., 2005). However, this is not observed for aldehydes. Instead, reactions of H 3O+ and C4-aldehydes
or larger homologues show a similar behavior to alcohols after protonation, leading to an elimination of
H2O+, and resulting in the detection of a carbohydrate product ion (MH-H2O)+. Therefore, and due to its
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extent of lower fragmentation as compared to ionization with O2+•, NO+ is strongly recommended as a
reactant for the identification of (aliphatic) aldehydes in both, SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS (Amelynck
et al., 2005, Španěl et al., 1997, Wyche et al., 2005).
E

Reactions with carboxylic acids, carboxylic esters and ethers

Table 9. Carboxylic acids, carboxylic esters and ethers discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS
and PTR+SRI-MS are given, references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or
PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent ion

Literature

HCOOH
formic acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

H3CCOOH
acetic acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C2H3COOH
acrylic acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C2H4OHCOOH
lactic acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C2H5COOH
propionic acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C3H7COOH
n-butyric acid

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Romano & Hanna, 2018)

C3H7COOH
iso-butyric acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C4H9COOH
valeric acid

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Romano & Hanna, 2018)

C4H9COOH
trimethylacetic acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C5H11COOH
hexanoic acid

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Romano & Hanna, 2018)

C18H32O2
linoleic acid

CI-MS*

NO+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*

C18H34O2
oleic acid

CI-MS*

NO+

(Hearn & Smith, 2004)*

HCOOCH3
methyl formate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

HCOOC2H5
ethyl formate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

CH3COOCH3
methyl acetate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent ion

Literature

CH3COOC2H5
ethyl acetate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C2H5COOCH3
methyl propionate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C2H5COOC2H5
ethyl propionate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C3H7COOCH3
methyl butyrate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C6H5COOCH3
methyl benzoate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C8H14O2
cis-3-hexenyl acetate

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

C3H6O2
1,3-dioxalane

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C4H4O
Furan

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C4H6O
2,3-dihydrofuran

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C4H6O2
γ-butyrolactone

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C4H8O
tetrahydrofuran

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C4H8O2
2-methyl-1,3-dioxalane

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C4H10O
diethylether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C4H10O2
ethylene glycol dimethyl
ether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C5H6O
2-methylfuran

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C5H6O
3-methylfuran

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C5H10O
allyl ethyl ether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C5H12O
butyl methyl ether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C6H8O
2,5-dimethylfuran

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C6H14O
tertiary pentyl methyl
ether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C6H14O
butyl methyl ether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C6H14O
dipropyl ether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C6H14O
diisopropyl ether

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent ion

Literature

C7H8O
anisole

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C9H14O
2-pentylfuran

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C10H18O
1,8-cineole

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Amelynck et al., 2005)

Carboxylic acids react via association or hydroxide transfer with NO + in SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith,
1998). As already observed for aldehydes, the simplest carboxylic acid, formic acid HCOOH shows no
reaction with NO+ as a reagent ion. This is consistent with theoretical calculations. The hydroxide
transfer is endothermic (138 kJ mol-1), and no bimolecular exothermic reaction channel is available
(Španěl & Smith, 1998). With hydroxide transfer still being endothermic (21 kJ mol-1), the only
compound for the reaction with acetic acid H3CCOOH is the association product (H3CCOOHNO)+.
Hydroxide transfer takes place with propionic acid C2H5COOH for the first time, leading to 30%
(C2H5CO)+, whereas 70% adduct (C2H5COOHNO)+ is detected. Extending the hydrocarbon chains
and/or increasing the number of hydrocarbon substituents at the α-position leads to hydroxide transfer
as the major pathway. For example (C3H7CO)+ arises with about 80% out of iso-butyric acid
C3H7COOH, whereas only 50% of this fragment is observed for n-butyric acid. Interestingly, this is not
the case for the unsaturated acrylic acid C2H3COOH, whereby the transfer of OH- is only a minor
pathway. In contrast to these results, Hearn et al. (Hearn & Smith, 2004) found no evidence of a OHloss for oleic acid C17H33COOH or linoleic acid C17H31COOH with NO+ in an aerosol CI-MS. Instead,
they observed charge transfer, hydride transfer association and H 2O loss for oleic acid. Association is
the main reaction channel in a PTR+SRI-MS using a low reduced electric field strength, e. g. 48 Td as
was shown by Romano et al. (Romano & Hanna, 2018). Furthermore, association is the sole reaction
with the cyclic γ-butyrolactone C4H6O2 at 110 Td, either in dry or humid (4.9 % absolute humidity) air
(Mochalski et al., 2015). These results once more emphasize the parallels between SIFT-MS and
PTR+SRI-MS.
Besides association, which is the major pathway for lighter carboxylic esters in SIFT-MS with NO+, an
additional reaction channel is observed in PTR+SRI-MS (Španěl & Smith, 1998). Resulting in CH3CO+
and CH3NO2, a transfer of CH3O- can be assumed. The involvement of a formal methoxide ion transfer
is inferred by the thermochemical data, showing only a slight endothermicity, but explaining the low
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percentage (20%) observed (Lias et al., 1988). In addition, this fragmentation process is not limited to
methyl-substituted esters, as an ethoxide transfer is observed for ethylpropionate C2H5COOC2H5 in
about 40% of C2H5CO+ and C2H5NO2 (Eq. 22b).
(22a)
(22b)
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The alkoxide ion transfers become more exothermic with increasing alkyl chain length, thereby making
ion transfer progressively more the preferred reaction pathway as chain length increases (Španěl &
Smith, 1998).
Due to a lower ionization energy compared to O2+•, charge transfer is the main, if not the only, reaction
channel for carboxylic acids, and usually followed by fragmentation processes (Španěl & Smith, 1998).
However, the parent cation M+ is not necessarily the detected main product. Formic acid HCOOH
reacts with O2+• to either (H2CO2)+ or (HCO2)+ in SIFT-MS. The former, which is the charge transfer
product, is obtained in about 10% yield. The latter is built by dissociative charge transfer, which
formally leads to the elimination of a free hydrogen atom in this case, or by hydride abstraction, as it
cannot be ruled out. Hydride abstraction, which results in the formation of HO 2, is usually observed in
NO+ measurements. However, it is not possible to detect neutral products with this analytical technique.
Further investigations will be needed to answer this question. In case of carboxylic acids containing a
secondary or a tertiary C-atom in α-position, the elimination of the neutral radical „COOH“ is observed
(Eq. 23) (Španěl & Smith, 1998). Stabilized by positive inductive effects, this reaction channel is
especially favored if it induces the formation of a tertiary carbocation, e.g. for trimethylacetic acid
(CH3)3COOH, whereby the cation is makes up about 90% of the product distribution (Eq. 23a).
(23a)
(23b)
Dissociative charge transfer is also the main reaction channel for carboxylic acids in PTR+SRI-MS.
The amount of fragmentation, which occurs after a successful charge transfer, is strongly affected by
the choice of the reduced electric field strength, E/N. For example, using an E/N of 132 Td, which is in
the standard range, no parent ion M+ was detected for fatty acids (Romano & Hanna, 2018). Similar to
organic acids, esters react via dissociative charge transfer with O 2+• in SIFT-MS. Even if a break in the
C-O-C-bond is often observed resulting in (RCO)+ being part of the fragmentation spectrum, it is not
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possible to identify a clear overall trend in the fragmentation products. However, there is one special
feature shown by Španěl et al. (Španěl & Smith, 1998), who investigated a series of different carboxylic
esters in SIFT-MS. The dissociative charge transfer of ethyl formate HCOOC2H5 results in C2H4+
making up over 90% of the product distribution (Eq. 24a), with M+ (Eq. 24b) and (C2H5O)+ (Eq. 24c)
as minor side products. It is remarkable that hydrocarbon ions are the main products of this reaction,
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given that they form in of a reaction with O2+•, which only happens occasionally.
(24a)
(24b)
(24c)
Anisol C7H8O is the only ether having charge transfer as main reaction channel with NO + in SIFT-MS
(Španěl & Smith, 1998). Most of the investigated compounds react via hydride transfer, as already
observed for alcohols and aldehydes. The isomeric substances buthyl ethyl ether, dipropyl ether and
diisopropyl ether, C6H13O, show (M-H)+ as the major products. For the latter ether, other side products
resulting from alkyl transfer (R = CH3, C3H7) are observed, giving the opportunity to distinguish
between these compounds. Furan and several derivatives were investigated by Mochalski et al.
(Mochalski et al., 2015), showing charge transfer as a major channel in PTR+SRI-MS. Only two
heterocycles, 2,3-dihydrofuran C4H6O and 2-pentylfuran C9H14O, perform partial fragmentation,
depending on the applied E/N. Anisol again exhibits special behavior with O2+• in SIFT-MS, as it shows
no fragmentation after a successful charge transfer, which usually takes place in this class of
compounds. However, even if the parent ion M + is mostly observed, there is again no clear trend in the
fragmentation processes of ethers. (Španěl & Smith, 1998).
Besides small amounts of (MH-H2O)+, mainly the protonated molecule ion is formed via the reaction of
carboxylic acids and esters with H3O+ making H3O+ an excellent choice for the qualitative analysis of
these kinds of compounds in SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith, 1998). Regarding PTR+SRI-MS a similar
tendency is observed (Romano & Hanna, 2018). However, considering the analysis of ethers, reactions
with H3O+ result in a larger variety of product ions compared to the reactions with NO+, making NO+ a
better choice for this class of compounds in SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith, 1998).
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Reactions with nitrogen containing species
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Table 10. Nitrogen containing species discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRIMS are given, references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS,
reactions in Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

C2H3N
acetonitrile

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999); (Koss et al., 2016)

C7H5N
Benzonitrile

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

NH3
ammonia

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2001, Španěl & Smith, 1999); (Norman et al.,
2007)

C2H7N
dimethylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Smith et al., 2001)

C3H9N
Trimethylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C3H9N
Methylethylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C3H9N
Propylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C3H9N
Isopropylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C4H11N
Diethylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C4H11N
1-Butylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
1-Pentylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
2-methylbutylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
3-methylbutylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
2-pentylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
3-methyl-2-butylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
N-methylbutylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
N-ethyl-2-propylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
N,N-diethylmethylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C5H13N
N,N-dimethyl-2-propylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C6H7N
Aniline

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C6H15N
Triethylamine

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent
ion

Literature

CH3NO2
nitromethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Dryahina et al., 2004)

C2H5NO2
nitroethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Dryahina et al., 2004)

C3H6N6O6
cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sulzer et al., 2013)

C3H7NO2
1-nitropropane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Dryahina et al., 2004)

C3H7NO2
2-nitropropane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Dryahina et al., 2004)

C4H9NO2
1-nitrobutane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Dryahina et al., 2004)

C4H9NO2
2-methyl-2-nitropropane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Dryahina et al., 2004)

C5H8N4O12
pentaerythritol tetranitrate

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sulzer et al., 2013)

C6H3N3O6
1,3,5-trinitrobenzene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sulzer et al., 2013)

C6H3N3O7
2,4,6-trinitrophenol

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sulzer et al., 2013)

C7H5N3O6
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sulzer et al., 2013)

C4H4N2
pyrimidine

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C4H5N
pyrrole

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Mochalski et al., 2015)

C5H5N
pyridene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998); (Mochalski et al., 2015)

C5H6N2
4-methylpyrimidine

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C5H7N
1-methylpyrrole

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

C7H9N
2,6-dimethylpyridine

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2015)

Besides oxygen-containing substances, compounds including nitrogen are another important aspect in
gas analysis as such molecules can have numerous undesirable effects on living beings and the
environment. Therefore the investigation of both small inorganic, e.g. HCN, NOx, NH3 etc. as well as
organic molecules, e.g. acetonitrile, amines, heterocycles etc. are of high concern (Chai et al., 2019,
Jürschik et al., 2010, Knighton et al., 2009, Moussa et al., 2016, Pugliese et al., 2019). Detailed
investigations by Španěl et al. (Španěl & Smith, 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1999) showed that associative
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and dissociative charge transfer, as well as hydride abstraction are possible reactions for amines with
NO+ in SIFT-MS (Table 11).
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Table 11: Reactions of selected nitrogen-containing compounds in SIFT-MS ((Španěl & Smith, 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1999).
•
Compound
structure
NO+
O2+
Ammonia

no reaction

NH3+ (100)

Propylamine

C3H8N+ (75)
C3H9N+ (25)

CH4N+ (100)

iso-Propylamine

C3H8N+ (45)
C2H6N+ (50) others (5)

C2H6N+ (75) CH5N+ (10)
C3H8N+ (5) others (10)

1-Pentylamine

C5H12N+ (65) C5H13N+ (35)

CH4N+ (90) C5H13N+ (5)
C2H7N+ (5)

2-Pentylamine

C2H6N+ (65) C5H12N+ (25)
C5H13N+ (10)

C2H6N+ (95) C4H10N+ (5)

Dimethylamine

C2H7N+ (95) C2H6N+ (5)

C2H7N+ (70) C2H6N+ (30)

N-ethyl-2-propylamine

C4H10N+ (70) C5H13N+ (30)

C4H10N+ (90) C2H6N+ (10)

Triethylamine

C6H15N+ (90) C5H12N+ (10)

C5H12N+ (100)

Aniline

C6H7N+ (100)

C6H7N+ (100)

Pyridine

(C5H5NNO)+ (70)
C5H5N+ (30)

C5H5N+ (100)

(CH3CNNO)+ (100)

CH3CN+
(CH3CNO2)+

(C6H5CNNO)+ (100)

(C6H5CN)+ (100)

Acetonitrile

Benzonitrile

CH3CN

Smaller primary 1-amines (C3-C5) react via hydride abstraction from a carbon-atom as a major
pathway, while primary (branched) amines, with NH2 being on the second or third position, react
mainly via charge transfer, usually followed by fragmentation (Španěl & Smith, 1998). 1-pentylamine,
C5H11NH2, offers 65% (M-H)+, whereas the main product for 2-pentylamine and 3-methyl-2butylamine is (C2H4NH2)+, results from dissociative charge transfer (Španěl & Smith, 1999). M+ is
found to be a major product for the smaller dimethylamine, (CH3)2NH, methylethylamine,
(C2H5)CH3NH and diethylamine, (C2H5)NH (Španěl & Smith, 1998). Again, fragmentation is observed
regarding secondary amines with larger substituents, e. g. N-ethyl-2-propylamine (Španěl & Smith,
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1999). The same is determined for tertiary amines, as the percentage of dissociative charge transfer
increases by increasing substituent length (Španěl & Smith, 1998). Contrary to NO+, where no
successful reaction with ammonia NH3 (IE 10.07 eV) occurs, charge transfer takes place using O2+• as a
reagent ion (Norman et al., 2007). Thereby, no formation of water-clusters in SIFT-MS was observed in
PTR+SRI-MS in humid air, which can be attributed to the use of a drift tube. Nevertheless, the M+
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signal decreases at standard operating conditions (T = 25°C, E/N = 132 Td) to about 80%. All reactions
of alkyl-amines with O2+• proceed via dissociative charge transfer in SIFT-MS. CH4N+, presumably
having an ammonium structure H2C=NH2+, appears often as fragment ion for primary amines (Španěl
& Smith, 1998). Additionally, the ions that result from the elimination of the largest radical also occur
frequently. Due to the multiple fragmentation processes, it is straightforward to compare the mass
spectra of the ionization with O2+• in SIFT-MS with EI-MS (70 eV). In both methods, the major
fragment ions, and therefore, the fragmentation processes are in principle the same. However, explained
by the higher excess in energy in EI-MS, more minor fragmentation products are observed (Španěl &
Smith, 1999). In contrast, no fragmentation is observed for heteroaromatic compounds, neither for NO+
nor O2+• ionization. The only reaction proceeding for pyrrole C4H5N is charge transfer, which is
observed for both reagent ions in SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS (Mochalski et al., 2015, Španěl & Smith,
1998). The same is observed for pyridine C5H5N with O2+•. In contrast, the main reaction channel with
NO+ in SIFT-MS is association (70%), whereas charge transfer is only a minor reaction channel. This
behavior is explained by the slightly higher ionization energy of pyridine compared to NO+.
Nevertheless, charge transfer can appear through a parallel intermolecular ion-molecule interaction,
based on the phenomenon of „charge transfer complexing“, which was already described above for
ketones (Mochalski et al., 2015, Španěl & Smith, 1998).A similar observation is made for 2,6dimethylpyridine C7H9N, pyrimidine C4H4N2, and 4-methylpyrimidine C5H6N2, as all compounds
feature ionization energies close to NO+. Changing the reduced electric field strength E/N in PTR+SRIMS has again a major influence on the ratio between both reaction channels. For example, increasing
E/N suppresses the adduct formation, whereas at 90 Td, 70% M+ are detected for 4-methylpyrimidine,
it decreases to 25% at 130 Td.
Detailed investigations were made concerning acetonitrile CH3CN, as it shows a lifetime of several
months in the earth´s atmosphere, and is an indicator for biomass burning (de Gouw et al., 2003, Dunne
et al., 2012). In SIFT-MS, NO+ adduct formation is observed, as it is only reaction path of acetonitrile
(IE 12.20 eV) (Gochel-Dupuis et al., 1992) (Španěl & Smith, 1998). In contrast, in PTR+SRI-MS
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mainly the charge transfer product M+ (87%) is detected (Blake et al., 2006). This is once more
emphasizing the influence of the drift tube and the reduced electrical field strength (E/N = 165 Td), as
the ionization energy of CH3CN is nearly 3 eV higher compared to NO+. Still, (C2H2NNO)+ is reported
as a minor product, revealing that that adduct formation is nevertheless possible. Also by reaction with
O2+• in PTR+SRI-MS, only charge transfer products and the parent ion (CH3CN)+ are observed. Besides
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the endothermic charge transfer reaction, an association product was also documented in SIFT-MS
(Španěl & Smith, 1998). The formation of this adduct, (CH3CNO2)+, is explained by the similar
ionization energies of acetonitrile and O2+•, presumably leading to a charge transfer complexing.
Nitroalkanes, e.g. nitromethane CH3NO2, nitroethane C2H5NO2, nitropropane C3H7NO2 etc., exhibit
mainly adduct formation with NO+ in SIFT-MS (Dryahina et al., 2004). These ions show interesting
reactivity as they associate with a parent molecule resulting in a NO + bound dimer (Eq. 25).
(25)
Other pathways are not observed for these molecules, as the ionization energy of nitroalkanes is higher
than NO+, and hydride transfer is endothermic. However, 1-Nitrobutane C4H9NO2 and its isomer, 2methyl-2-nitropropane, show dissociative charge transfer resulting in the hydrocarbon ion C 4H9+ and
the neutral N2O3. Interestingly, this NO2 abstraction is the only reaction channel for the branched
nitroalkane, whereas it is solely a minor reaction channel (15%) for the linear compound. Investigations
in PTR+SRI-MS reveal association as the only reaction channel for NO+ with several explosive
nitrocompounds (Agarwal et al., 2014, Sulzer et al., 2013). Even if explosives are relatively uncommon
analytes, those examinations emphasize once again the importance of the right choice of the selected
E/N concerning the measurement task, as the signal intensities drop significantly with increasing E/N.
Although the recombination energy of O2+• (12.07 eV) is adequate for charge transfer reactions with the
investigated explosives in PTR+SRI-MS, it is not observed in all cases. Cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine
C3H6N6O6 and pentaerythritol tetranitrate C5H8N4O12 offer no reactivity, contrary to 2,4,6trinitrotoluene C7H5N3O6, 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene C6H3N3O6 and picric acid C6H3N3O7. All of these
molecules exhibit ionization energies below O2+•, but only the aromatic substances react via
(dissociative) charge transfer (Agarwal et al., 2014, Sulzer et al., 2013). Not to be ignored are the
results in SIFT-MS given by Dryahina et al. (Dryahina et al., 2004), as only nitromethane CH3NO2
offers a parent ion signal. For all other analyzed nitroalkanes (C2-C4), a complete NO2 elimination
occurs, resulting in one single signal for the corresponding carbohydrate cation C xH2x+1+. As neither
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fragmentation patterns nor parent ion signals are detectable, an assignment of these substances in a
complex mixture seems not feasible. Although these carbohydrate cations undergo a variety of
secondary reactions, an identification of presumed nitroalkanes or a qualitative validation of a single
compound is reasonable (Dryahina et al., 2004).
For most of the investigated nitrogen compounds, H3O+ is also a good choice as a reagent ion regarding
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qualitative and partially quantitative analysis, although some fragmentation processes occur. Reactions
with primary amines show partial dissociation of NH4+ after protonation or an H2 elimination for
secondary and tertiary amines (Španěl & Smith, 1998, Španěl & Smith, 1999). In case of 2nitropropane C3H7NO2 even HNO elimination leading to C3H7O+ is observed (Dryahina et al., 2004).
Nevertheless, these are only minor exceptions, as MH + gives the main signal for most of the
investigated compounds in SIFT-MS. Therefore, additional measurements with NO + and O2+• are a
good support for H3O+, but not a necessity in this case.
G

Reactions with organosulfur and organoselenium compounds

Table 12. Organosulfur and organoselenium compounds discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFTMS and PTR+SRI-MS are given, references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFTMS or PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent ion

Literature

CS2
carbon disulphide

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Pysanenko et al., 2008, Španěl & Smith, 1998)

CH4S
methanethiol

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Pysanenko et al., 2008);
(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C2H6S
dimethyl sulphide

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Pysanenko et al., 2008, Španěl & Smith, 1998);
(Mochalski et al., 2014)

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Pysanenko et al., 2008, Španěl & Smith, 1998);
(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C2H6S
ethanthiol

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C3H8S
ethyl methyl sulphide

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C4H4S
thiophene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C4H8S
allyl methyl sulphide

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C4H10S
methyl propyl sulphide

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C5H6S
2-methylthiophene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C5H6S
3-methylthiophene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C2H6S2
dimethyl disulphide
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent ion

Literature

C2H4OS
thiolacetic acid

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C2H6OS
dimethyl sulfoxide

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C6H8OS
methyl 5-methyl-2-furyl
sulphide

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C4H5NS
allyl isothiocyanate

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

C4H8S2
1,3 dithiane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C6H10S2
diallyl disulphide

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1998)

C2H6S3
dimethyl trisulphide

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+

(Mochalski et al., 2014)

CH4Se
methylselenol

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sovova et al., 2012)

C2H6Se
dimethyl selenide

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sovova et al., 2012); (Mochalski et al., 2014)

C2H6Se2
dimethyl diselenide

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Sovova et al., 2012); (Mochalski et al., 2014)

Determining organosulphur is not only of high concern for industrial processes, e.g. in methanol
synthesis, where sulphur acts as catalyst poison (Schittkowski et al., 2018), but also in medicine, as
volatile sulphur and selenium compounds can become toxic in higher concentrations (Haick et al.,
2014, Sovova et al., 2012). H2S (IE 10.45 eV) (Walters & Blais, 1984) and H2Se (IE 9.89 eV) (Sovova
et al., 2012) can neither be measured by NO+ nor O2+• in SIFT-MS. With O2+• having enough energy
required, the resulting H2S+ and H2Se+, respectively, reacts immediately with H2O to form H3O+
(Pysanenko et al., 2008, Sovova et al., 2012). Therefore, a measurement in SIFT-MS is only possible
with H3O+. In contrast, besides H3O+ O2+• can most likely be used as a reagent for both H2S and H2Se,
in PTR+SRI-MS. First, this technique offers a much higher reagent ion selectivity compared to SIFTMS; and second, it is possible to measure under complete dry conditions in PTR+SRI-MS with O2+• as
a reagent ion, whereas the O2+• in SIFT-MS is selected from a wet air plasma produced via microwave
discharge (Smith & Španěl, 2005). Regarding organosulfur compounds, the reaction of methanthiol
CH3SH with NO+ is relatively slow compared to O2+•. Furthermore, the signal of the major product
CH3SH+ overlaps with the signal of the adduct ion NO+H2O+, which is formed in humid samples.
Therefore, NO+ is unsuitable for the analysis of CH3SH in SIFT-MS for humid samples (Pysanenko et
al., 2008). However, a high-resolution PTR+SRI-MS can separate both signals making a proper
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detection possible. Only charge transfer is observed for sulphides R2S and disulphides R2S2 (R = CH3,
C3H5) with NO+ in SIFT-MS, whereas PTR+SRI-MS shows less selectivity based on several
fragmentation processes (Mochalski et al., 2014, Španěl & Smith, 1998). In most cases, M+ is still the
main signal (Table 4) at both, dry (a) and humid (b) conditions (AH 4.9%, E/N = 130), except for
methyl propyl sulphide C4H10S, resulting in 20% (a) / 25% (b) M+ and (CH5S)+ with 39% (a) / 36% (b)
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as main products. In contrast, 85% (a) / 87% (b) M+ is detected for allyl methyl sulphide, and
interestingly no attack of the double bond, leading to a stable cationic association product, was
observed. This example suggests, even if longer alkyl chains results in higher fragmentation,
dissociation of M+ is hindered by unsaturated substituents, as proposed by Mochalski et al. (Mochalski
et al., 2014). The major product for thiophene C4H4S and its methyl-substituted derivatives in
PTR+SRI-MS, whether at dry or humid conditions, is the charge transfer product M + (Table 13), which
is in accordance to previously reported aromatic compounds (Mochalski et al., 2014).
Table 13. Ion distribution of selected organosulfur and organoselenium compounds in SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS (Mochalski et al., 2014,
Pysanenko et al., 2008, Sovova et al., 2012, Španěl & Smith, 1998).
Compound
Formula
SIFT-MS (NO+)
PTR+SRI-MS (NO+,
E/N 130 Td) (dry/AH
4.9%)
Carbon disulphide
CS2
CS2NO+
Methanthiol
CH3SH
CH3SH+
CH3SH+ (82/82)
CH3SHNO+ (>6/>8)
CH3S+ (7/<5)
CHS+ (>4/>5)
Thiophene
C4H4S
C4H4S+ (100/100)
2-Methylthiophene
C5H6S
C5H6S+ (97/98)
C5H5S+ (<3/>2)
Dimethylsulphide
(CH3)2S
(CH3)2S+ (100)
C2H6S+ (91/94)
CH3S+ (9/6)
+
Dimethyldisulphide
(CH3)2S2
(CH3)2S2 (100)
C2H6S2+ (93/91)
CH3S2+ (<1/<1)
C2H6S+ (<7/>8)
Dimethylselenide
(CH3)2Se
(CH3)2Se (100)
C2H6Se+ (99/99)
CH3Se+ (>1/1)
Dimethyldiselenide
(CH3)2Se2
(CH3)2Se2+ (100)
C2H6Se2+ (99/99)
CH3Se2+ (<1/<1)

Selenides R2Se and diselenides, R2Se2, exemplifying the dimethyl-substituted compounds, react nearly
quantitatively with NO+ through a charge transfer reaction in both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS (Table
13) (Mochalski et al., 2014, Sovova et al., 2012). Five of the six naturally existing isotopes of selenium
are stable, which presents the possibility of clearly identifying those compounds by means of their
isotopic patterns in the mass spectra (Figure 4), even in a complex sample.
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Figure 4. Simulated isotopic patterns of (CH3)2Se and (CH3)2Se2 according to (Patiny & Borel, 2013)

NO+ is not suitable for the analysis of carbon disulphide because the reaction is very slow, and leads to
the adduct ion CS2NO+ (Pysanenko et al., 2008). In contrast, O2+• offers a fast charge transfer reaction
with CS2. Still, determination of this trace compound with O2+• in SIFT-MS proves to be difficult
because the signal occurring at m/z = 76 potentially overlaps with [CO 2O2]+, and additionally with
[CH3COCH3H2O]+ in humid samples. CO2O2+ results through a three-body reaction of CO2, O2+• and
the carrier gas molecule He. CH3COCH3H2O+ is the adduct of the charge transfer product of
[CH3COCH3] with water. Both, carbon dioxide and acetone are usually present in a common sample,
and water is, in most of the cases and at least in SIFT-MS, unavoidable. Additionally, depending on the
sample the concentration of CS2 is low compared to CO2 and acetone, which are in a similar range, e.g.
for air samples (Pysanenko et al., 2008). However, PTR+SRI-MS might overcome this task as at higher
E/N the formation of adducts like [CO2O2]+ is suppressed and the higher mass resolution might separate
the signals (Sulzer et al., 2014). Unfortunately, there are no investigations on this special case known in
the literature.
CH3SH+ is, similar to its reaction with NO+, the major product of the reaction of CH3SH with O2+•
(Pysanenko et al., 2008). Even if the reaction is much faster compared to NO+, the signal of CH3SH+
overlaps with the signal for NOH2O+, making O2+• unsuitable as NO+ impurities are always present with
O2+• as reagent ions in SIFT-MS and in PTR+SRI-MS. Therefore, the only way for a proper detection
of CH3SH in SIFT-MS is the usage of H3O+ as a reagent ion, leading to CH3SHH+. However,
PTR+SRI-MS, as a high resolution device, can overcome this problem and separate the signals of
CH3SH+ and NOH2O (Pysanenko et al., 2008).
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Besides charge the transfer, hydride abstraction and association reaction pathways, ethanethiol C2H5SH
offers sulfhydryl transfer as a fourth reaction pathway with NO+ in SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith, 1998).
Similar to the well investigated hydroxide transfer observed with alcohols, sulfhydryl transfer takes
place in thiols. Thereby, the abstraction of the sulfhydryl anion SH- is observed, resulting in HNOS
(Eq. 25).
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(25)

M+ is also the main signal (around 50%) of ethanethiol C2H5SH and O2+• in SIFT-MS, and the overall
signal is completed with several fragmentation products. Concerning selenols and NO+ or O2+• as
reagent ions, there are no detailed investigations in either SIFT-MS nor PTR+SRI-MS. Therefore, only
speculations derived on observations with organothiols can be made (Sovova et al., 2012).
As all investigated sulfur compounds can be qualitatively and quantitatively determined with H 3O+,
except CS2 due to its endothermic protonation (Pysanenko et al., 2008, Španěl & Smith, 1998), the
additional use of NO+ and O2+• will provide little further insight into this compound class in SIFT-MS.
However, further investigations using H3O+ and O2+• in PTR+SRI-MS are required to solve the special
case for CS2 as well as for COS, which are only poorly detectably using H3O+ as the reagent ion, due to
its low proton affinity (Hunter & Lias, 1998).
H

Reactions with halocarbons

Table 14. Halocarbons discussed in this review. If for a certain compound literature concerning both SIFT-MS and PTR+SRI-MS are given,
references arising from PTR+SRI-MS are underlined. In case there is no literature given regarding SIFT-MS or PTR+SRI-MS, reactions in
Chemical Ionization Mass Spectrometry (CI-MS) are also mentioned here and marked with *.
Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent ion

C2F4
tetrafluoroethene

SIFT-MS

O2+

•

C3F6
hexafluoropropylene

SIFT-MS

O2+

•

C4F8
2-octafluorobuthene

SIFT-MS

O2+

•

C6H5F
fluorobenzene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7F
2-fluorotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7F
4-fluorotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

CH3Cl
chloromethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

CH2Cl2
dichloromethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)
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Name/
molecular formula

Method

reagent ion

Literature

CHCl3
chloroform

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

CCl4
tetrachloromethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C2HCl3
trichloroethylene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C2Cl4
tetrachloroethylene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C2H6Cl2
1,2-dichloroethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C2H6Cl2
1,1-dichloroethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C2H3Cl3
1,1,1-trichloroethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C2H2Cl4
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C6H5Cl
chlorobenzene

SIFT-MS
PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999); (Jordan et al., 2009)

C7H7Cl
benzylchloride

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7Cl
2-chlorotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7Cl
4-chlorotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C6H4Cl2
dichlorobenzene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Jordan et al., 2009)

C6H3Cl3
trichlorobenzene

PTR+SRI-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Jordan et al., 2009)

C6H5Br
bromobenzene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7Br
benzylbromide

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7Br
2-bromotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7Br
4-bromotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C6H5I
iodobenzene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7I
2-iodotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

C7H7I
4-iodotoluene

SIFT-MS

NO+
•
O2+

(Španěl & Smith, 1999)

In general, perfluorocarbons exhibit a high ionization potential, explaining why they are lightly
unreactive towards NO+ in SIFT-MS (Jarvis et al., 2000). For example, CF4, C2F6 and C3F8, which are
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known to be strong greenhouse gases (Myhre et al., 2013), show even higher ionization potentials
compared to O2+•. Nevertheless, unsaturated perfluorocarbons react with O2+•, mainly via nondissociative charge transfer (Jarvis et al., 2000). Whereas M+ is exclusively formed with C2F4, slight
branching is observed for C3F6 and C4F8, leading to the detection of the fragment cations [C2F4]+ and
[C3F5]+. Almost all reactions of chlorinated hydrocarbons investigated in SIFT-MS with NO+ are
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association reactions based on a three-body reaction with carrier gas molecules (Španěl & Smith, 1999,
Španěl & Smith, 1999). Again, the previously mentioned charge transfer complexing plays a decisive
role, e.g. for CH3Cl and C2H5Cl, as their ionization energies are much greater than NO+. Thus, the
reaction, which would usually be inefficient and not occur, is only decelerated (Španěl & Smith, 1999).
Interestingly, 1,1,1-trichloroethane reacts completely abnormally by chloride ion abstraction, resulting
in NOCl and [H3CCCl2]+. Based on the given thermochemical and kinetic data, the reaction must be
quite exothermic as it proceeds rapidly. However, the reaction pathway remains unclear, as dissociative
charge transfer is excluded due to the high ionization energy of H3CCCl3 (Španěl & Smith, 1999).
Dichloromethane CH2Cl2 and chloroform CHCl3, both unreactive towards NO+, react via (dissociative)
charge transfer with O2+• in SIFT-MS leading to [CH2Cl2]+ and [CHCl2]+, respectively. A chlorine loss
resulting in [M-Cl]+ is also observed for tetrachloromethane CCl4, 1,1-dichloroethane H2ClCCH2Cl and
1,1,1-trichloroethane Cl3CCH3. H2ClCCH2Cl and C2H5Cl eliminate mainly HCl arising the
corresponding cation after a charge transfer. The chloroethylenes C 2Cl4 and HClCCCl2 react solely
either by association with NO+ or by charge transfer with O2+•. Similar to the lighter monochlorinated
compounds, brominated as well as iodinated methane and ethane show adduct formation with NO+ in
SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith, 1999). The reaction with O2+• as the reagent ion leads either to M+ for
monohalogenated methanes or a mixture of mainly M + and [M-X]+ (X = Br,I) for ethanes through
charge transfer. The elimination of HX, as observed for C2H5Cl in SIFT-MS, could not be determined
(Španěl & Smith, 1999). Phenyl halides, C6H5X (X = Cl, Br, I) due to their low ionization energy, react
exclusively via charge transfer with NO+. Only with C6H5F, a small amount of association product
(25%) is observed, as the ionization energies are quite similar. However, the investigated benzyl halides
C7H7X (X = Cl, Br) show halide transfer resulting in a neutral NOX, and only a small percentage of the
charge transfer product M+ in SIFT-MS (Španěl & Smith, 1999). [C6H5X]+ (X = F, Cl, Br, I) is the only
observed cation produced by the reaction with O2+•. 1-halogenated toluenes, [C7H7X] (X = F, Cl, Br, I)
react by charge transfer into M+ with NO+, whereby a small amount of [M-X]+ is observed additionally
with O2+•. This observation flips in the case of benzyl halides C7H7X (X = Cl, Br) because the
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dissociation channel, resulting in [M-X]+, is the main reaction pathway with O2+• in SIFT-MS (Španěl
& Smith, 1999).
(26)
A particularity in the different reaction channels is seen with iodinated compounds, due to the low
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ionization energy of iodine (IE = 10.45 eV) (Lias et al., 1988) provoking the formation of [I]+ in about
5% for 2-iodotoluene C7H7I (Eq. 26).
Interestingly, H3O+ is an excellent choice as a reagent ion for halogenated aromatic compounds. If the
halogen is directly bond to the aromatic ring, only the protonated parent molecule (MH) + is observed
(Španěl & Smith, 1999). However, monochlorinated and monobrominated ethanes react firstly via
hydrogenchlorid and hydrogenbromid elimination, respectively, and secondly via association (Španěl &
Smith, 1999). Association reactions are also observed for chlorinated methylderivatives. Therefore,
only the combination of all three reagent ions H3O+, NO+ and O2+• is sufficient for an overall
verification of halogenated compounds.

IV

Conclusion and Outlook

While the ionization with NO+ and O2+• as reagent ions is widely used in SIFT-MS it presently plays
only a minor role in the application of the more sensitive PTR+SRI-MS technique. In contrast to H3O+
as the reagent ion, the ionization with NO+ and O2+ does not depend on the proton affinity, which
extends the number of detectable compounds enormously, as known from their use in SIFT-MS.
The positive charge of the analyte is no longer generated via proton transfer, but by either one of three
other reaction pathways, namely hydride abstraction, association reaction or charge transfer reaction.
Hydride abstraction, which depends on the hydride affinity of a certain compound compared to the
reagent ion takes place exclusively with NO+ and leads to the development of HNO. The formation of
the association product, [MNO]+, proceeds via a three-body association reaction, and is favored if the
analyte molecule exhibits a similar ionization energy to NO•. Thereby, the phenomenon of charge
transfer complexing, in which the positive charge is delocalized over the whole adduct, plays a decisive
role. Last but not least, a successful charge transfer reaction, either dissociative or non-dissociative,
results when an analyte’s ionization energy is lower than NO• or O2. Whereas NO+ is softer, ionization
with O2+• is harsher, making it comparable to electron ionization, and in some cases resulting in
signature fragmentation patterns. There are indeed other, more exotic ionization pathways, like
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hydroxide or sulfhydryl abstraction with NO+, but these reactions only play minor roles, as they are
observed only for certain classes of substances.
Unfortunately, there is still a lack of knowledge concerning NO+ and O2+• ionization in PTR+SRI-MS
compared to SIFT-MS, which will hopefully be filled in the near future. Nevertheless, the results given
by SIFT-MS can be seen as basis for future research in the field of PTR+SRI-MS. Using each of H3O+
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and NO+ as reagent ions, can provide analytical data for many volatile organic compounds, whereas
O2+• is only useful in certain cases. As every reagent ion creates an individual mass spectra of the same
complex gas matrix, it is therefore necessary to combine all three specific analysis to obtain a nearly
complete analytical determination. This feature, in combination with its high sensitivity, makes
PTR+SRI-MS, a leader in qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis.
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List of acronyms

CI-MS Chemical Ionization mass spectrometry
EI-MS Electron ionization mass spectrometry
E/N

reduced electric field strength

PTR-MS

Proton transfer reaction mass spectrometry

SIFT-MS

Selected ion flow tube mass spectrometry

SIFDT-MS

Selected ion flow-drift tube mass spectrometry

PTR+SRI-MS
VOC

Volatile organic compound
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